
MARS TALENT PRICE LIST FOR TRIBUTES 2023-2024

ALWAYS ABBA Enjoy the classic songs, looks and energy that made 
ABBA famous. ALWAYS ABBA’s impeccable vocals and stellar 
musicianship makes them the greatest ABBA tribute and offers a night you 
are sure to love, as your Dancing Queen is reborn. Always performed with a 
live band. $6500-$8500 + Backline & rider Promo Video: https://
youtu.be/maj9enu2NA

ALMOST KISS

THE RUSH EXPERIENCE

SAIL ON - Beach Boys Tribute Is the world's fastest-growing tribute to 
the music of The Beach Boys, playing all your favorite hits such as Good 
Vibrations, Fun Fun Fun, Barbara Ann and more! This year Sail On has 
consecutively sold-out multiple shows. They focus on performing songs by 
America’s band, The Beach Boys, to sheer perfection. 
Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=MVPHVML9WNU.  $4-6K + Rooms and backline

BILLY JOEL Walt Wise as Billy Joel- It’s “Still Rock-n-Roll” when 
52nd St. comes to town! 52nd St. performs all the BIG HITS of the legendary 
Billy Joel. From rockers like “Big Shot” and “You May Be Right” to ballads 
such as “Just the Way You Are” and “She’s Got a Way” to perennial favorites 
like “Piano Man” there’s something for everyone! $2500 - $10,000.00

ELTON JOHN perf. by WALT WISE. Take a journey with the Rocketman, Captain 
Fantastic. This premier Elton John Tribute Show will dazzle you with an amazing 
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musical extravaganza. "You're gonna hear powerful electric music with solid 
walls of sound". Captain Fantastic amazes us with costumes that go from 
bizarre to breathtaking. His amazing 5 foot baby grand piano showers us with 
lights, "smoke", lasers, and a few more surprises! After this show you may 
actually think you've gone down the Yellow Brick Road! Solo: $2500 - $10,000 

VAN MORRISON TUPELO HONEY Tupelo Honey is a tribute to one 
of the finest songwriters and performers of a generation. They call him Van 
The Man... He is Van Morrison. With 50 years of music, he has written some 
of the most iconic songs in popular music history. With reverence, Tupelo 
Honey recreates his song book. Moondance, Brown Eyed Girl, Have I Told 
You Lately, Domino, Wild Night and so many more great songs are 
performed by some of the best musicians around. No backing tracks, no 
special effects. Nothing but great musicians playing great songs from a great 
songwriter. Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
AbMBLTxgO8 NY Metro - $4000 / Routed dates $5,000-8000 + Backline, 
Rooms

Tapestry - The Carole King Songbook - Features Suzanne O Davis and 
is the premier musical tribute to Carole King. The Tapestry show performs all 
the music from the ‘Tapestry’ album, and also features many songs that 
Carole King and her husband, Gerry Goffin, wrote in the 1960’s. They proved 
to be one of the most successful song writing teams in pop music history. Full 
Live band. Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=1&v=1emnv7VtEo0. $5-10K + Backline & Rooms 

The ELVIS EXPERIENCE One of Graceland’s own Top Ten Elvis Tribute Artists 
in the world, Florida-native Matt Stone is taking the industry by storm! With 
Matt’s uncanny resemblance, remarkable voice, and fiery stage presence, he has 
earned the adoration of fans all across the country! 

Even Elvis Presley’s step-brother has said, “When I heard [Matt]… now if I close 
my eyes that’s Elvis. It touched my heart. The only person I ever heard sing like 
that was my brother, and [Matt] was real close—SCARY— that’s how close it 
was.” ASK FOR PROMO AND PRICING 

LET’S HANG ON TRIBUTE TO FRANKIE VALLI has established itself as America’s 
preeminent Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons tribute group by combining spot-on 
vocals and crisp choreography with a genuine ability to entertain an audience. Its 
performers respectfully pay tribute to all these classic “Seasons” details while also 



saluting to the Broadway show, The Jersey Boys. This powerhouse group will perform 
all of the Frankie Valli mega hits including: Sherry, Big Girls Don’t Cry, Walk Like A Man, 
Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of You, December of 1963 and Who Loves You! $8,000-12,000 

EARTH TO MARS Bruno Mars Tribute ASK ME..AWESOME

Uptown Funk - Bruno Mars Tribute 
Hands down the best vocals and musicality next to the original. This LA 
based crew of 6 is spot on. The show is chock full of the hits and entertaining 
as hell. Promo Video ASK - $7-9K + Backline and Rooms 

SIMPLY THE BEST TINA TURNER/DONNA SUMMER/SUPREMES 
FEAT. Karen Durrant If you are a true fan of Tina Turner, then you will 
surely love Karen Durrant. Not only is she the best, she is widely 
regarded as the #1 Tina Turner, DONNA SUMMER look-alike and 
impersonator in the world. ASK FOR PROMO AND PRICING..


PHAT CAT SWINGER IS THE NEW AND FRESH VERSION of 
Brian Setzer, Royal Crown Revue AND Big Bad Voodoo Daddy all rolled 
into one. With booming horn driven original tunes to compliment the songs 
everyone knows and loves. Promo Video- Dance, Dance, Dance (original)- 
https://youtu.be/Vcix7KdRt5M Promo video w/Christina Aguliera - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=- ScjucUV8v0&feature=emb_logo 
$9-11K Plus Rider and Rooms

Garth Brooks The Garth Guy 
Hands down the best Garth tribute out there. Dean Simmons knocks it 
out of the park with all the hits and then some. 
Promo Video - https://youtu.be/SZb-QTTKC4M 
$9-12K + Backline and Rooms 

HARMONY -A celebration of Three Dog Night 
A Los Angeles based tribute show recreates the legend of Three Dog Night in 

https://youtu.be/Vcix7KdRt5M


both look and sound beyond belief. Hear such number one hits as "Black and 
White", Mama Told Me Not To Come, Joy To The World and dozens more 
with "spot on" vocal ability! Harmony is not to miss for any Three Dog Night 
fan. Promo Video: https://youtu.be/M3JMqnUNkiA 
SoCal $5K, routes $9K – 11K + rider and rooms 

PAPERBACK WRITER – is The Quintessential Beatles Show 
featured show at Disneyland, Disney Tokyo, Disney World, 4 major 
cruise lines, theaters and casinos all across the U.S. Hear the hits 
from the Ed Sullivan Show through the colorful Sgt. Pepper's years 
and on to the roof tops of Let It Be, performed with "spot on" 
vocals, looks and sound alike ability. Beatles 1964/65 Hollywood 
Bowl producer celebrity Bob Eubanks (Newlywed Game) personally 
endorses this show saying is nothing less than “Sensational!” 
“Paperback Writer is guaranteed to bring audiences the most 
precise experience of The Beatles as humanly possible”- Disney 
Entertainment. “Heads above the Beatles shows I’ve heard!”- Eagle 
Press Cleveland, LIVE Promo video- https://youtu.be/639DVG2E3l0 
SoCal area $3500. Routed $5K – 8K+ rider, rooms



CATCH A WAVE - A tribute to the Beach Boys was personally 
selected to perform for Brian Wilson, The Beach Boys their families and 
friends for the California Beach Boys state landmark dedication in 
2005. A spot on recreation of the Beach Boys look and sound right 
down to the classic striped Shirts, Catch A Wave has “DAZZLED” 
critics and audiences all over the  
world.Live Promo Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LximKGLwpMo&feature=youtu.be SoCal area $3500. Routed $5K – 
8K + rider, rooms 


MONKEEMANIA/Summer of Love Rock Show-  
"Hey, Hey we're the Monkees" sets the stage for "Monkeemania" a true-to- form 
authentic tribute to The Monkees. This show features the music from one of the most 
popular television and musical group of the 1960’s The Monkees. Right down to the 
classic 8 button shirts, this show captures the look and sound spot on! What did real 
Monkee Peter Tork say when he performed with Monkeemania? “Wow these guys 
sound just like we did.” Take a trip back to circa 1967, 68, 69 with  Promo Video 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJoXwqr9D_o  
So Cal $4000, routes $6500 – 8K + rider, rooms 


"80's DAZE" transports their audiences back to the great music of the 
80's and then some! Featured artists at Disneyland and Downtown 
Disney, 80’s DAZE is a recreation of both the look and sound of this 
music changing decade. With this smokin’ hot female vocalist and 4 
male vocalists, audiences will hear everything from Madonna to ZZ Top 
and Michael Jackson to The Go Go’s, this band is "spot on" in their 
replication of The Cars, Blonde, Dire Straits, The Eurythmics, Joan Jett, 
Pat Benatar, Missing Persons, Men At Work, A Flock Of Seagulls, and 
many, many more. 80's DAZE the hit dance craze! ALL LIVE Video 
https://youtu.be/VZJSnzjZovU So Cal $3500, routes - $5k- 7500 + 
rooms, rider. 




BEE GEES Bee Gees Gold w/John Acosta as Barry Gibb has 
performed in Bee Gees Tributes all over the world. His portrayal of lead 
singer Barry Gibb is with a zest for detail, like no other. From the look 
to the falsetto you will close your eyes and say its Barry! John Acosta’s 
Bee Gees Gold tribute Is the ultimate salute, and experience of seeing 
the Bee Gees in their prime. Daryl Borges (Robin), Jeff Celentano 
(Maurice)$6500-10,000


FEELIN’ GROOVY- Simon and Garfunkel’s wonderful lyrics and harmonies 
dominated the charts in the 1960’s along with The Beatles and The Rolling Stones. 
They were the first duo to have graced the charts with over 17 top 100 hits. “Feelin’ 
Groovy” brings back the magic and melody of the great classic duo with “spot on” 
perfection. Colored with seasoned professional artists, and a rockin’ back up band for 
some shows. Then on to Paul Simon’s solo career hits to include; “50 ways to leave 
your lover”, “Slip Slidin’ Away”, “Kodachrome”, “Call Me Al” and the hits just a 
keep on coming. Everyone is “Feeling Groovy” for this hit show. Promo Video - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWihO05m_SY $6500 - $7500 
+Rider 


Larger Than Life – Boy Band/Girl Band/ Soul/ DooWop / Beyonce 
tributes  
Ultimate Boy Band Tribute including hits from N’sync, 98 Degrees, 
Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block and more. Feel good girls 
night out with a great set everyone will sing along to!  
Boy Band Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rvMnQIOQGQw  
JT Experience - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8T1TRQRbAWw  
Beyonce https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIPNqnDOpu8  
Uptown Gentlemen Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=custBOvBve0 Sugar and Spice Promo video - https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=aO2NKFWRIIA 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWihO05m_SY


Revenge of the 80's is a ridiculous 80’s synth pop show with a nerdy 
twist. Think if “Back to the Future” and “Top Gun” got into a match with 
“Revenge of the Nerds”. Voila! You have “Revenge of the 80’s”. 
Revenge of the 80’s delivers the party atmosphere and music from a 
time where “Cheesy Ruled”. And these nerds bring it! Great PAC Moms 
night out!  
Promo Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbjuCS8W9kY  
$8K + Rooms and Backline 


Big Top Radio is all about big hair, Spandex and lots of makeup. This 
band of merrymakers replicates, with precision, the voice, costumes 
and mannerisms of your favorite 80’s hard rock front men and women. 
Bringing an impressive stage show and all the antics you came expect 
from that era!  
Everything from Journey, Queen, Joan Jett, Crue, Vixen, Ratt, Twisted 
Sister and many more this band will definitely bring you back to the 
greatest music era ever.  
Promo Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5Ilzi904yk  
$8K + Rooms and Backline  

The Legacy of Vegas Byron Cancelmo in "Legacy" The Voice Awakens 
Celebrating the legacy of the great male Vegas legends from Tom Jones 
to Wayne Newton. Byron's production can be tailor made from a small 
production with tracks and a few musicians to a full orchestra with 
video background with images of these great Vegas legends and 60's 
Go Go dancers! Here's what you need to know: Byron is an amazing 
singer who has the vocal ability to celebrate the sounds of each artist 
and may we say sometimes sings even better than the original 
recording (Shhh) ..Your audiences may have seen tributes to Tom, Elvis 
& Neil (and more) but they have not experienced it this way. Holiday 
Show available as well $3500-$6500 (orchestra pricing on request) 




BUDDY HOLLY & THE CRICKETS THE RAVEONS America's Traveling 
50's Rockabilly Tribute Band made up of cast members from the 
national tour of the hit musical, BUDDY – THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY, 
Todd Meredith & The Rave-Ons are a high energy rockabilly band 
originally formed to revitalize the music of Buddy Holly and the 
Crickets. They produce and star in two different Buddy Holly Tribute 
shows and have over a hundred 50's rockabilly tunes in their repertoire, 
as well as some original tunes. Local NY/NJ/PA: $2500 + Backline 
Elsewhere -$3000-$5000  

JIMMY BUFFET CHANGES IN LATITUDE is the country's premier 
tribute show to singer songwriter Jimmy Buffett, the master of the 
tropical lifestyle. This nationally acclaimed band travels the country 
with beach balls flying, dancing conga lines, and leis for all. They will 
take you to the ultimate beach party that’s good clean fun for the entire 
family. $6,000+$14,000  

CARS HEARTBEAT CITY Named for one of the Cars biggest selling 
albums, Heartbeat City faithfully recreates the look and sound of the 
Cars. They dress in the period-correct 80’s style of the Cars and, being 
accomplished musicians, their sound is amazingly close to the real 
thing! Seeing Heartbeat City is as close as you can come to seeing an 
80’s Cars concert. Heartbeat City is pleased to announce they now 
have original Cars Keyboardist Greg Hawkes available as a special 
guest for a small fee increase, an exciting addition to the show! First 
Day: $3000, Half for Multiple Days Routing: $2000-$2500  

JOHNNY CASH AS PLAYED BY TERRY LEE GOFFEE - The Ghost of 
JOHNNY CASH is with US. Check him out for yourself - He's the 
Best !!! $7500 - $10,000 



CHICAGO CHI TOWN TRANSIT AUTHORITY “The best tribute band 
out there." William Tad Smith, editor Beat Atlanta magazine. Chi-Town 
brings the Chicago Concert Experience with the songs, spirit and 
intensity of the original Chicago seven member line-up. All the hits from 
"25 or 6 to 4", to "Beginnings", to "Does Anybody Really Know What 
Time It Is" , are covered, along with deep cut hits.. It is "Fun-On" from 
start to finish. You'd better be ready to rock ! GA Vicinity - $6000 
(backline carried) Routed - $6500 -9,000 


PATSY CLINE MY GAL PATSY Travel back in time to witness what an 
evening at a Patst Cline concert may have been like. Hear early Patsy 
hits like Walking After Midnight, Lovesick Blues and There He Goes 
through her final recordings of Crazy, Leaving on Your Mind and of 
course Sweet Dreams. Upstate NY vicinity $6,000 Routed - 
$8,000-10,000  

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL BORN ON THE BAYOU 
PROMO VIDEO - https://youtu.be/UfhEHY4OTrw  
CA Vicinity - $5,000 Routed Dates – $7-9,000 


DEEP PURPLE KNEE DEEP IN PURPLE has every nuance of DEEP 
PURPLE down! They are the culmination of 2 years of auditions to find 
the right band members. Every second they are on stage, they look and 
play like the original band, DEEP PURPLE. Acclaimed Rock Reviewer, 
Taylor Carlson, for ZRocKR Magazine, writes, “They sound better than 
the real band does these days” $4500+$7000 




THE EAGLES THE LONG RUN – Colorado’s Tribute to the Eagles. This 
group performs 150 - 200 high profile events every year, including 
special corporate functions, charity benefits, fundraisers, outdoor 
concerts, festivals, and fairs, playing main stages receiving top billing. 
On point renditions of your favorite Eagles tunes $6000-10,000, Carries 
Backline within 800 miles of Denver 


FOREIGNER “HOT BLOODED – The Foreigner Experience” Now you 
can experience the music of Foreigner as never before! “HOT 
BLOODED – The Foreigner Experience”  
Call for Pricing 


GUNS & ROSES – APPETITE 4 DESTRUCTION Appetite 4 Destruction 
does not disappoint. Everything is there, including the Axl growling 
screams, The Duff bass tone and the Slash guitar mastery. With a 
library of material that spans the entire Guns N’ Roses career all 
performed with the high adrenalin, take no prisoners intensity that Guns 
N’ Roses was famous for. PROMO VIDEO - http://youtu.be/
_wX8pDPYURE $5000-7,000 


HEART DOG N BUTTERFLY is the best Heart tribute in the country and 
the only one endorsed by original members Ann and Nancy Wilson. 
With all the hits you want to hear from like Barracuda, These Dreams, 
How can I Refuse, What About Love and more. $7,000-10,000 


JOURNEY SEPARATE WAYS The Band Dan Galliano’s voice, with its 
subtle nuances and inflections, is as close to Steve Perry’s voice that 
you’ll hear, and his band of musicians provide a level of professionalism 
and musicianship needed to deliver the Ultimate Tribute to the music of 
Journey. $5500 and up 




LED ZEPPELIN GET THE LED OUT will have your audience out of their 
seats and on their feet jammin’ along like back in the day, as this 
premier six member band makes the ultimate tribute to Zeppelin in the 
most entertaining fashion. Paul Sinclair, leading the group, has an 
incredible range of both vocals and raw emotion, backed up by a band 
that truly puts the “rock” in rock n’ roll!! With their passion for Zep’s 
music and combination of talents, “Get The Led Out” nails a SPOT ON 
performance of this legendary music group’s repetoire. Call for pricing 


LYNRYD SKYNRD – SKYNRD AND FRYNDS Promo Video - https://
youtu.be/ziBttE0YGbM CA Vicinity - $5,000  
Routed Dates – $6,000-8,000 


MOTLEY CRUE MOTLEY 2 is Los Angeles’ premiere, nationally 
acclaimed tribute to the early Motley Crue! THIS SHOW IS A PURE 
PARTY!! MOTLEY 2 captures the entire look, sound, and stage attitude 
that hardcore Crue fans know and love about the band. We pack 
together a full Motley Crue experience that no one forgets and always 
begs for more! Family Friendly shows or heat it up for Adult shows! 
Club/Bar Shows- $1000 plus lodging/hospitality Festivals/Fairs- $1500 
to $3000 plus lodging/hospitality Casinos- $3000 to $5000 plus 
lodging/hospitality 


TOM PETTY FREE FALLIN America's favorite travelin' tribute to Tom 
Petty. Free Fallin presents it's show with the power and passion that 
went into over 30 years of Tom Petty's best selling songs from "Damn 
the Torpedoes" through his latest (including hits from the Traveling 
Wilburys). Free Fallin’s show has the instrumentation to duplicate the 
sound of the Heartbreakers as well as the convincing looks and 
costumes that give you a show you will never forget! $4500 - $10,000 




QUEEN – SIMPLY QUEEN This LIVE TRIBUTE performs all the iconic 
songs that made Queen one of the most legendary rock bands of all 
time, and faithfully recreates the grand scope of Queen's live shows, 
both musically and visually, with attention to detail capturing the 
amazing live Queen experience that filled stadiums around the world. 
$8,000-10,000 

RASCAL FLATTS – BROKEN ROAD Rascal Flatts... there is no hotter 
act in the country music scene today. Mixing elements of pop, rock & 
country they have sold millions of albums in just a few short years. 
Broken Road bringst he fun and excitement of a Rascal Flatts show to 
your doorstep. These seasoned performers have the look and sound of 
Rascal Flatts and perform all of their biggest hits with a few surprises 
thrown in. Promo Video - https://youtu.be/N9IO8i9nWH8  
Local OH Valley - $5,000  
Routed dates $6,000-8,000  

ROLLING STONES Mick Adams is the ONLY Mick Jagger impersonator 
to be endorsed by Mark Cuban and Ryan Seacrest and to appear on 
their AXS TV Show, “The World’s Greatest Tribute Bands”. As the 
former President of Atlantic Records, the company that signed and 
recorded The Rolling Stones, I highly recommend Mick Adams and the 
Stones because, this band nails it!" -Jerry Greenberg Local Shows (LA): 
Starting at $3500 Road Shows: $8500 - $18,500  




BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN “Bruce in the USA” is the ultimate celebration 
of Bruce Springsteen & the E St. Band’s legacy”. Matt Ryan has 
performed the “Springsteen” character as a cast member of the “World 
Famous” Legends in Concert since the year 2000. For more than a 
decade, Matt has evolved the “Springsteen” character into the national 
touring show it has become today. CALL FOR PRICING STEELY DAN 
Hey Nineteen is the nation’s top Steely Dan tribute band! An 11-piece 
group of professional musicians with the theoretical knowledge and 
musicality required to master the complex music of Steely Dan. They 
have packed venues throughout New England and are well known for 
their high energy show as well as their “spot on Steely Dan sound”! 
Selling out 300-400 seat rooms from New England down to Rams Head 
on Stage in Annapolis, MD.  
Call for Pricing 


STEVIE NICKS/FLEETWOOD MACK NEARLY NICKS Within 400 Miles 
of Nashville - $7,000 Routed – $8-10,000 


STEVIE NICKS DREAMS, a Classic Rock Fantasy with Julie C Myers as 
Stevie Nicks Starting at $13,000, full production show, and all S&L / 
backline can be carried




ROD STEWART Experience Rod -Rick St. James as Rod Stewart. The 
one and only Historical tribute to Rod and his Band, featuring Carmine 
Appice from the original Rod Stewart Group and Jimmy Crespo (RSG 
1990s), Danny Johnson (RSG 1981), together, with singer Rick St. 
James and keyboardist Alan St. Jon (Billy Squire band). This amazing 
band recreates the look, the clothes, the make up, the moves, the 
sound and energy of those days with Rod. With the stories behind the 
creation of some of rock's greatest songs, its a 90 minute trip back in 
time. Making it the ultimate "ROD EXPERIENCE ". Oh yes the Soccer 
balls will fly!!  
Local South Florida Area: $3000+  
Road Show: $10,000 


THE VILLAGE PEOPLE “MACHO MAN” YMCA!! This show is a pure 
party! VILLAGE PEOPLE TRIBUTE “Macho Man” brings the excitement 
and fun of a real Village People show.. just like 1979 all over again! 
Expect an awesome “Live” show mixed with pro tracks and band, the 
cool costumes and high energy performance. This act boasts members 
of national recording artists “The Trammps” and “Gloria Gaynor’s 
Band”, very pro, very slick players in all. All the hits and the covers the 
real Village People did, you will be on your feet the whole show! Local 
NYC/New Jersey Area: $4000-$6000 


60's GIRL GROUP THE SWEETTARTS The SweetTarts are ultra cool 
and loads of fun...groovy chicks who sing exclusively the most popular 
hits from the 60's girl group era. They dress in 60's groovy outfits, use 
the original artists’ movements, and sing to original sounding tracks. 
Our crowd-pleasing favorites sound JUST LIKE THE RECORD!! With a 
growing fan base and loyal following, our retro look and sound are an 
addictive blast from the past, sure to delight audiences of all ages. 
$2500-$5000 (Tracked Show) 


New England vicinity: $5000-$8000, Other Markets: $8,000-$10,000 




Lots of other great Tribute bands in our stable to check out. Ask for 
more info! 


• The Atomic Punks - A tribute to classic Van Halen. Every gem 
from the David Lee Roth era is played out with amazing precision 
and power, note for note.  

• Bad Medicine- The Bon Jovi tribute show. The band that Bon 
Jovi hired himself! No one comes closer to the real thing  

• Standing in the Shadows of The Four Tops - “Yes,” a Four Tops 
tribute!  

• Surftunes - members of original Beach Boys and Jan & Dean 
Band- The tribute to  
The Beach Boys. Five part harmonies and replica striped shirts 
make this the #1  
Beach Boys tribute in the country.  

• Forever Ray: Tribute To Ray Charles - Members of the band 
have recorded  
and/or toured with Ray Charles, Prince, Stevie Wonder, Alicia 
Keyes  



• Hollywood Nights - The tribute to Bob Seger. A total rock ‘n’ 
roll concert with all  
the raw energy and power of Seger himself.  

• SLY AND THE FAMILY STONE TRIBUTE https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXzGs7rVEE0  

• Fleetwood Macked- http://
www.fleetwoodmactributebandfleetwoodmacked.com/home  

• Tribute to Billy Idol - http://youtu.be/394Zxnv-yzA  

• Star of Broadway's Movin' Out, Tribute to Billy Joel - http://
youtu.be/JgY6R_wHYfo  

• Streisand & Sinatra - The Concert That Never Was-http://
youtu.be/3vPvLpdeR14 




• PACKAGE SHOWS $10,000 AND UP (just a few here to whet the 
appetite, more choices!) - The Amazing Rock Show - Let’s you 
choose your dream concert line up.  
- Fun, Fun, Fun! - The Ultimate tribute to The Beach Boys, The 
Monkees and The Beatles. AND SO MANY MORE: Just let us 
know what you need and we will find it for you!  
Tim McGraw, Garth Brooks, Frank Sinatra, Rat Pack Tribute, CCR/
John Fogerty, Neil Diamond, U2, Aerosmith, Def Leppard, KISS, 
ALABAMA , The Allman Brothers , Cheap Trick. Madonna, 
MICHAEL JACKSON, AC/DC, The Doors, SOUND OF METAL


